
 
Allendale Wrap-Up for Business Day 1/14/08

  
Allendale is registered with the CFTC and NFA and is a member of the NIBA. The bottom 
line is we are a regulated firm which can be extremely important in this day and age. 
 
Corn Fundamentals: S Korea 116 K tonne purchase of old crop corn announced before 
Monday's opening and Taiwan announcing a tender for US corn helps to build a floor 
underneath the old crop corn futures. Last weeks active corn sales for export every 

day last week suggest this 
Thursday weekly export sales 
for the week ending Jan 10th 
appears to be a headed for a 
minimum of 1.4 million tonnes 
and upwards of 2.1 MT. The 
weak US dollar and lack of 
export competition are the 
key components behind staunch 
corn exports. South America 
will begin its harvest in Feb 
for Brazil, March for 
Argentina and ultimately 
apply pressure to US exports. 
Bearish to corn is 
technically overbought 
futures and early signals of 
economic rationing as feeder 
cattle futures have lost 
value as inputs race higher. 
Now that the Jan 11th USDA 

reports are behind us, the trade is now becoming much more focused on new 
crop months for 2008 spring plantings. 
 
Ethanol: Feb ethanol futures are the tail wagged by the  crude oil dog. Up 6 cents 
today to settle at $2.27, off its recent high of $2.35 and supported at $2.12 per 
gallon price level. A close below 93.12 per barrel for crude oil, may contribute 
outside weakness for ethanol. 
 
2008 Conservation Reserve Program Acres: we spoke with a lead official from the Farm 
Service Agency before the futures opening on Monday with regards to the possibility 
of an early release of 2008 CRP acres. At present there are no plans to bring forward 
2008 expiring CRP acres to spring 2008 plantings because of the bullish Jan 11th USDA 
litany of reports. 
 
Quarterly Corn Stocks: on and off farm stocks as of Dec 1 suggest 4.218 billion 
bushels used for the first quarter of 2007/08. This smashes the previous record of 
3.581 billion set just one year ago. The three year average use for the first quarter 
of the marketing year is 3.442 billion bushels. Of the 10.269 billion bushels of all 
corn stocks as of Dec 1, 64% of the stocks are on farm and 36% are off farm. One year 
ago 63% of the stocks were on farm, and 37% off farm. Strong hands hold the corn and 
may require a tandem effort of futures and basis to rally to pry bushels off 
farm. 
  
Domestic Stocks and Stocks to Use: presently estimated at 1.438 bil bu vs December's 
1.797 billion bushels vs 2006's vs 1.304 billion last year. In one year corn 
production increased by 2.539 billion bushels but equally significant is how total 
use has increased 1.744 billion bushels. Stocks to use of 11.1% vs 15.1% last month 
vs last years 11.6% and 2005's 17.5%. At 11.1% it represents the third lowest 
domestic end stocks to use dating back to 1980 with 2003 at 9.4% and 1995 remains the 
record low of 5%. 
 
 

http://www.allendale-inc.com/products/products.aspx


World Stocks and Stocks to Use: world stocks of 101 million tonnes vs last months 109 
million tonnes vs last years 107 million tonnes, remains as the third tightest on 
record dating back to 1980, with 89 million tonnes the tightest in 1983 and 2003's 
103 MMT. End stocks to use at 11.7% vs 12.7% last month and are the tightest on 
record dating back to 1980 vs 13.1% in 2006 vs a record high of 40.8% in 1986. 
 
Season Average Farm Price: USDA's December estimate of $3.70 to $4.30 (average of $4) 
represent an increase of 35 cents on the low end of the range and 35 cent increase on 
the top end of the range. The SAFP for 2006/07 at $3.04 or 96 cents lower. 
 
Old Crop Marketing: cash and futures spreads suggest to continue to store. The March 
- May futures spread is 12 cents. At present $4.55 cash corn, you need 8.8 cents to 
store for the two months and the futures market is paying better. Dating back to 
2000, national corn prices have peaked more frequently in the months of Dec, April 
and May. Historically 40% of the annual corn crop is typically marketed in the Oct 
through Jan time frame. Allendale did add 10% hedges to old crop at 4680 on Wednesday 
Jan 2, 2008. Keep your eye on the US dollar. With corn exports projected to be a 
record 2.45 billion bushels, it is capturing the greatest amount of press. If the 
dollar begins to firm and the closer we draw to the S America corn harvest, price 
pressure is anticipated. To help offset a portion of this price pressure is the fact 
domestic and global stocks to use are historically tight. 
 
New Crop Marketing: Allendale added 5% new hedges via the Dec 2008 at 4460 on Dec 12, 
2007. The total amount hedged as a percent of anticipated 2008 production is 25%. 
4936 vs the Dec 2008 is key support and the immediate trend is up. We will monitor 
and alert when to resume hedges, most likely on a breech of technical support. 
 
Weekly Export Inspections: corn inspections for the week ended Jan 10th are 18 
million bushels more than the previous week and cumulatively 13.3% better than year 
ago levels. 
 
Trade Posture: Allendale remains bullish to corn futures as world and domestic stocks 
continue to decline despite higher trending futures prices. Tight wheat and rice 
stocks are supportive. Technically the futures remain in an up trend, mainly as a 
result of new 2008 investment money funneling into the grains. 
 
Allendale E Snapshot: Allendale's e Snapshot. Those wishing to receive this 
FREE e newsletter, visit the following site. 
http://www.allendale-inc.com/rc_free/esnapshot
 
Wheat Fundamentals: Bullish to wheat are thin world and domestic stocks and 
aggressive 2007-08 export sales, inspections and shipments. Also bullish to wheat are 
limiting exports from Argentina, Russia and China. Effective Jan 11th is yet another 
bullish factor as winter wheat plantings came in at 46.6 million acres with the trade 
estimating plantings closer to 48.6 million. See plantings next paragraph. Bearish to 
wheat is the potential for 4% higher wheat plantings in all the northern hemisphere, 
and thus far, good wintering conditions. Bearish to wheat is the first signal of 
declining domestic use by 12 million bushels this past 30 days. 
 
Weekly Export Inspections: wheat inspections for the week ended Jan 10th are 2.3 
million bushels more than the previous week and cumulatively 59.3% better than year 
ago levels. 
 
Wheat Spread: old crop March is losing its strength against new crop July futures. 
Friday Jan 11th prem was $1.03 prem the March, Monday it closed at 81 cents premium. 
The recent low was 98 cents which is now regarded as new resistance. New support is 
72 cents. The trade is exhibiting signals of favoring bull spreading vs bear 
spreading. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.allendale-inc.com/rc_free/esnapshot


USDA: Winter Wheat Plantings; be aware the southern Plains may have been tempted to 
plant more winter wheat acres than a year ago, but without adequate topsoil moisture, 
those acres are now likely to be planted to corn and or sorghum this spring. Hard red 
winter wheat acres estimated to be planted in the fall of 2007 are 32.5 million vs 
pre lease estimates of 34.773 million acres. More surprising is at 32.5 million acres 
planted in the fall of 2007 they are in fact less than one year earlier of 32.94 

million. Also be aware good to 
excellent winter wheat conditions 
were the third weakest dating back 
to 1989 and Allendale research 
suggest when winter wheat enters 
dormancy weak, by the time the 
majority of the summer harvest nears 
its end, the conditions have stayed 
weak. Allendale estimates all wheat 
production of 2.247 bil bu, end 
stocks of 312 mil bu and end stocks 
to use of 14% vs 2007 production of 
2.067 bil, end stocks of 292 mil 
bu. Be aware Allendale's research 
suggest USDA's has been unwilling to 
make adjustments to the Jan winter 
wheat plantings with the March or 
June acreage reports. 
 

Quarterly Stocks: on and off farm stocks as of Dec 1 suggest 589 million bushels used 
for the 2nd quarter of 2007/08 marketing year. This compares to a three year ave of 
479 million bushels and dating back to the 1990/91 marketing year is the second 
largest 2nd quarter use. Of the 1.128 billion bushels of all wheat stocks as of Dec 
1, 25% of the stocks are on farm and 75% are off farm. One year ago 30% of the stocks 
were on farm, and 70% off farm. The grain elevators hold the overwhelming amount of 
old crop wheat stocks and may not require a basis rally to pry the remaining 30% of 
the stocks out of the on farm bins as it appears the futures prices are getting 
the job done. 
  
Domestic Stocks and Stocks to Use: presently estimated at 292 million bushels vs 280 
million bushels last month vs 456 million last year. At no time since 1980 have 
marketing year end stocks been less. Presently at 60 year lows. Record high stocks 
since 1980 is 1.906 billion in 1985. Stocks to use of 12.6% a record low dating back 
to 1980 last years 22.3% and 2005's 26.5%. The old record low dating back to 1980 was 
1995's 15.8% and a record high of 97.2% in 1985. 
 
World Stocks and Stocks to Use: world stocks of 110 million tonnes vs last months 110 
million tonnes vs last years 124 million tonnes (down 11%). 110 million tonnes are 
the tightest on record dating back to 1980 and compare to a five year ave of 144.4 
million tonnes. World end stocks remain on a four year slide which dating back to 
1980 has only occurred once before from 2000 to 2003 and corrected by 14% in 2005. 
End stocks to use at 15.3% vs 15.3% last month  are record low dating back to 1980. 
The five year ave has been 20.04%. Last year end stocks to use for world wheat was 
17.1%. 
 
Season Average Farm Price: USDA's December estimate of $6.45 to $6.85 (average of 
$6.65) represent an increase of 25 cents on the bottom and top  end of the price 
range vs the December estimate. The SAFP for 2006/07 at $4.26. 
 
Old Crop Marketing: your old crop wheat is hedged in the March futures. The present 
spread between the Mar-May suggest to sell before March futures expiration. Those not 
hedged in futures, there are major cash markets which provide as much as 17 cents to 
carry the crop until the April time frame and then the old crop value drops $1.03 per 
bushel from April to July delivery. 
 
 
 



New Crop: The futures trend is sideways using a range of 7600-8400. Spring wheat 
still battles corn and beans for 2008 spring planting market share. We see no reason 
to hedge new crop above the 65% level we have on for now. 7630 could be a bull to 
bear momentum price which could prompt new additional hedges. 
 
Trade Posture: Allendale remains bullish fundamentally to old crop futures but is 
signaling an air of caution technically. On the March CBOT daily futures chart, 
extend a trend line from the 12/17/07 high to the 1/4/08 high. We now have a 
downtrend in the making. Thin stocks, continued increased export demand and fewer 
world suppliers is fundamentally bullish but with the new crop-old crop discount, 
look for world demand to lighten up as we draw closer to the end of Feb, beginning of 
March. 
 
Technicals: Old and New crop corn and soybeans and new crop wheat. For the short term 
trader, Allendale uses its own unique custom Moving Averages to monitor price 
momentum, define key support and resistance levels as well as advise where key pivot 
points are located when bulls may turn bearish and bears to turn bulls. We also 
include last weeks closing price for the weekly chartist as we draw closer to the end 
of the week to anticipate the possibility for futures to have a positive weekly close 
or if weakness is ensuing. A detailed technical look at the grains and livestock are 
available within our Allendale Advanced Charts. 
 
Corn Futures Close    Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Close 
Mar          5120        4820             4760        3910       4950 
Jly          5242        5030             4970        4070       5160 
Bean Futures Close    Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Close 
Mar         12964       12560            12430        9590      12986 
Jly         13320       12820            12700        9720      13306 
Wheat Futures Close   Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Close 
Mar   CBOT   9170        9000             9110        7230       9092 
Mar   KCBT   9330        9100             9240        7210       9240 
Mar   MGEX  10782       10510            10600        7410      10626 
 
 
Observation: Using synthetic options the estimated value of July CBOT wheat futures 
is 8470 or 11 cents better than the lock limit close of 8360 for 1/14/08. The 
spotlight is on March soybean futures which is the only one described above which had 
a lower close today, than last Friday's close. 
 
 
Weekly Export Sales: pre release estimates for the weekly export sales and actual 
results released Friday 7:30 am central time;  
         Pre release Est      Amt Needed        Last       Results 1/10/08 
         in mil of bushels   to Keep Pace       Week      Wk Ended 1/03/08 
Corn         19-41           25.12 mil bu        28          26.4 mil bu 
Soybeans      9-17            6.61 mil bu         5           4.4 mil bu  
Wheat         7-15            4.65 mil bu         4           7.0 mil bu  
 
Observation: for the week ending Jan 
3rd, actual sales results were softer 
than the five year average with one 
less trade day as a result of New 
Years day on Tuesday Jan 1. The dollar 
remains an incentive to purchase from 
the US and lack of world supply 
competitiveness. Based on the torrent 
of corn export sales thus far this 
week, Jan 17th weekly export sales 
results for the week ending Jan 10th 
are likely to exceed 1.2 million 
tonnes.  
 



USDA: did not make any adjustments to its export forecast from the Dec to 
Jan WASDE report.  
 
For the week ending January 3: data release on Jan 10th finds 40 ocean-going grain 
vessels were loaded in the Gulf, up 3 percent from last year. Seventy-seven vessels 
were due within the next ten days, 9 percent more than the same period a year ago. In 
the week ending January 2, the cost of shipping grain from the Gulf to Japan was $124 
per mt, up 1 percent from the previous week. The rate from the PNW to Japan was $70 
per mt, down 10 percent from the previous week. During the week ending January 5, 
barge grain movement totaled 573,000 tons, 18.6 percent less than last week and 20.6 
percent greater than the same period last year. U.S. railroads originated 16,989 
carloads of grain during the holiday week ending December 29, down 36 percent from 
the previous week, down 3 percent from the same week last year, and down 2 percent 
from the 3-year average. 
 
Exports: wheat exports account for 50% of the total 2007/08 use. with 19 weeks 
remaining in the marketing year, cumulative wheat sales of 1.082 billion bushels to 
all nations are 77% higher than year earlier levels and 56% higher than the five year 
average. Shipments of 779 million bushels are 71% higher than year earlier levels and 
73% above the five year average. 
 
Exports: corn exports account for 19% of the total 2007/08 use. with 33 weeks 
remaining in the marketing year, cumulative sales of 1.596 billion bushels to all 
nations are 28% higher than year earlier levels and 51% higher than the five year 
average. Shipments of 868 million bushels are 12% higher than year earlier levels and 
63% below the five year average. 
 
Exports: soybean exports account for 33% of the total 2007/08 use. with 33 weeks 
remaining in the marketing year, cumulative sales of 770 million bushels to all 
nations are 2% higher than year earlier levels and 2% higher than the five year 
average. Shipments of 468 million bushels are 6% lower than year earlier levels and 
18% above the five year average. 
 
Soybean Fundamentals: Allendale has 30% of its 2007 harvested soybeans which are not 
hedged and we are advising to sell them to the cash market when futures open for the 
pit trade on Tuesday morning. Cumulative weekly export inspections are down 11% vs 
year earlier levels. There is not sufficient cash carry, the USDA litany of reports 
last Friday were neutral at best and the 30 day forecast for South America does not 
signal any wide sweeping potential crisis. The only bullish surprise from the Jan 
11th USDA is reducing the Brazil soybean production by 1.5 million tonnes from its 
Dec est of 62 million tonnes and would still represent record production. USDA did 
not adjust crop stressed Argentina soybean production but most likely poised to do so 
in the month of Feb as the crop would be in the midst of pod fill. Even though last 
weeks Argentina precip was viewed as a disappointment the futures exchange within 
Argentina suggested those very same rains benefitted crops! Bullish to soybeans is 10 
million less end stocks domestically and 1.1 million tonne less world stocks. Bearish 
to soybeans is the looming Brazil soybean harvest which began the first week 
of Jan. Also bearish to soybeans is the high price of soybean oil which limits its 
use for biodiesel manufacturing for those other than the ones which are fully 
vertically integrated. For the biodiesel manufacture which purchases its feedstock 
and immediately converts to fuel, the break-even is 38.5 to 39 cents per pound for 
soybean oil. Because of the run in crude oil which its emotion has spilled into the 
soybean oil futures, the cash price of Midwest soybean oil is now 50.5 cents per 
pound or 25% higher than break-even. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
NOPA: The National Oilseed Processors Association released its Dec soybean crush 
report on Monday at 7:30 a.m. CST. The actual amount of soybeans estimated for Dec 
crush is 156 mil bu o r 4.5% more than yr earlier levels. This actual amount compares 

to a range of pre release estimates of 
147.8 million bushels to as high as 
156.0 million bushels with an average 
estimate of 152.1 million bushels vs a 
November estimate of 146.7 million 
bushels. USDA estimates soybean for 
crush at 1.83 billion bushels. Based 
on the crush results of the first four 
months of the marketing year the 
potential soybeans for 2007/08 crush 
now stands at 1.829 billion bushels. 
 
Quarterly Stocks: on and off farm  
stocks as of Dec 1 suggest 844 million 
bushels used for the 1st quarter of 
2007/08 marketing year. This compares 
to a three year ave of 901 million 
bushels and compares to 945 million bu 

of use a year earlier. Of the 2.329 billion bushels of soybean stocks as of Dec 1, 
47% of the stocks are on farm and 53% are off farm. One year ago 54% of the stocks 
were on farm, and 46% off farm. The grain elevators hold the majority of old crop 
stocks.  
 
Domestic Stocks and Stocks to Use: presently estimated at 175 million bushels vs 185 
million bushels last month vs 573 million last year. The 175 million bushels are the 
least amount since 112 million in 2003. Stocks to use of 5.9% the tightest dating 
back to 2003's 4.4% (still the record low dating back to 1980).5.9% (down 12.7%) 
compare to last years 18.6% and 2005's 15.6%. At no time dating back to 1980 has 
there been a 12.7% reduction in end stocks to use year on year. 
 
World Stocks and Stocks to Use: world stocks of 46 million tonnes vs last months 47 
million tonnes vs last years 61 million tonnes (down 23%). 46 million tonnes compare 
to a five year ave of 48.2 million tonnes. End stocks to use at 14.9% vs 15.2% last 
month. The five year ave has been 17.96%. Last year end stocks to use for world 
soybeans was 21%, representing a downward correction of 5.8%. Dating back to 1980 the 
6.1% downward correction year on year is a record. 
 
Season Average Farm Price: USDA's November estimate of $9.90 to $10.90 (average of 
$10) represents an increase of 65 cents on both the bottom and top end and added to 
the 75 cent increase in Dec over Nov and 65 cent increase November over October. The 
SAFP for 2006/07 at $6.43 or $3.57 less. 
 
Old Crop Marketing: the March-May soybean spread is at 18.4 cents carry. The cost per 
month to store soybeans at a cash level of $12.16 is 17.1 cents for the Mar-May. Our 
hedges are in the March futures. However we have 30% of 2007 harvest which is not 
hedge protected and now that the Jan 11th reports are history, those unprotected 
soybeans will be sold to the cash market before any further basis deterioration. If 
you are not hedged, make certain your local cash market is at least offering carry to 
store. Two major markets in the major Midwest are not offering sufficient carry from 
Jan through March. Thus you get to store the beans for the commercial at a deficit in 
your bank account for 24.9 cents per bushel. On one 5,000 bushel contract you eat 
$1,245. If you are bullish, sell the soybeans and replace inventory with futures and 
or May call options. Ask your Allendale Representative to run the Allendale Evaluator 
for your specific operation.  
 
 
 



New Crop Marketing: Our target price of $10.85 vs Nov 2008 futures was triggered on 
Friday 12/21/07 to add an additional 10% hedges of anticipated 2008 soybean 
production. We will hold and alert when to resume hedges as we work into the South 
American pod fill season. 
 
Trade Posture: Allendale is cautiously bullish to soybeans, soybean meal and soybean 
oil as the technical trend remains up, tightening domestic and world stocks are 
fundamentally bullish to soybean futures. However as the South American crop 
approaches pod fill in late Jan-early Feb, we must recognize if a 60 million metric 
tonne crop is in the works, pressure to futures and cash prices are 
probable........Joe Victor 
 
 
Jan 18-19: our 18th annual conference in Crystal Lake, IL. Call 800 551 
4626 for a special offer. 
 
               "Today's Reality, Tomorrow's Opportunity" 
 
                   Allendale's 18th annual conference 
 
Itinerary for January 19th, 2008 
 
7:30 - 8:15         Breakfast & Registration 
 
8:15 - 8:30         Welcome & Introduction                  Paul Georgy 
 
8:30 - 9:15         Wheat, The Leader Of The Pack           Joe Victor 
World and domestic stocks are at record low levels, can they be repaired in 
one year? High prices attracting new suppliers, but can traditional 
suppliers fight their way back?  Are high prices creating less demand? 
Strategies to reduce risk management exposure presented. 
 
9:15 - 10:00        Losing Acres, Increasing Value!         Bill Biedermann 
Is the ethanol boon over, or merely taking a breather before taking another 
giant step? Fewer corn acres in 2008, suggests shrinking stocks for the US, 
who will pick up the global slack? Corn remains king in the US! Should 
multi-year hedges be implemented or has corn penetrated a new plateau in value? 

 
 
10:00 - 10:30       Morning Break 
 
10:30 - 11:00       Global Dairy Demand Surprise Grain      Alan Levitt 
CME Daily Dairy Report, author Alan Levitt will provide information on what 
role dairy products play on food and feed substitutes. Are prices expected 
to move higher coming off the heels of a very impressive rally in 2007? Is 
dairy protein competing with plant protein to satisfy growing demand? Risk 
management strategies will be presented. 
                



11:00 - 12:00       Can Soybeans Fuel Prices To The Teens?  Paul Georgy  
Soybean use for biodiesel gaining favor within the US, could it experience 
the growth curve ethanol has? Is it price or cropping practice which may 
allow soybeans to take acres away from corn in 2008? Allendale Inc 
President Paul Georgy will detail how oilseeds are gaining popularity in 
the biofuel sector. Can beans continue to satisfy feed, food and exports. 
 
12:00 - 1:00        Delicious Lunch 
 
1:00 - 1:30         Trading Floor Chatter!                  Chris Modaff 
Direct from the CBOT floor, Chris Modaff's experience in the commercial 
grain sector, will share his most recent observations which may impact 
short and long term marketing plans. What will the merger between the CME 
and CBOT have on grain and livestock trade? Is the pit trade a thing of the 
past and electronic trade taking over permanently? Does electronic trade or 
pit trade provide the best service?  
 
1:30 - 2:30         Technical Analysis Key to Option Strategy   Ken Shaleen 
CME educator and ChartWatch President Ken Shaleen will teach us how to use 
the appropriate option strategies based on daily, weekly and monthly 
various chart formations. Mr. Shaleen will present option strategies on the 
various most notable futures markets. 
 
2:30 - 3:00         Afternoon Break 
 
3:00 - 3:45         Export Trade For Meats, Fact Or Fiction!    Rich Nelson 
Are the US meat exports really important to the futures and cash markets? 
Cash cattle expected to peak in the winter of 2008, then what? How much US 
pork will China buy for the 2008 Olympics? How quickly can hog markets 
recover? Will a lack of expansion in the cow/calf sector mean another year 
of high prices? Allendale Director of Research, Rich Nelson will show us 
how you can manage your risk exposure 2008. 
  
3:45 - 4:30         Where Will 2008 Drought Hit?            Drew Lerner     
A leader within the meteorological field will present the La Nina outlook 
for both US and world agriculture. How abundant is world major growing 
regions moisture situation? What crops are most at risk in 2008? What 
regions need a near perfect start in 2008 to meet production demands? 
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Lean Hogs: As noted this morning after 
this week it is likely the issue of hogs 
backed up from the holidays will be old 
news. Saturday kill rates of 300,000 head 
and over should be tailed back in the 
coming weeks. The supply flow will still 
be large but this idea of hitting close 
to record slaughters during January or 
even into February is a bit much. With 
that in mind the trade is looking for a 
cash hog bottom to show up at any time 
now. We continue to hear talk of liquidation of sows. We need a few more weeks of 
data to confirm it is set but do believe it is happening. We have been recommending 
the October/April spread for a week or so now. Even if cash hogs and futures have 
bottomed it is likely the October would still rally more than the April. April 
already has a premium to cash hogs built in. If liquidation is happening the fourth 
quarter and 2009 contracts will be the ones seeing reduced supplies. On the producer 
side the big gains in summer and fall contracts recently helped get some standing 
orders filled. We now have 25% of July and August marketings covered. 

http://www.allendale-inc.com/


 
 
Live Cattle: Limit down trading in many feeder contracts was not able to hold and the 
feeders did not close as bad as they could have. Some chart technicians would suggest 
that is an encouraging sign. On the cash cattle end though last week's sales were $3 
lower from the previous week at $92 actual volume traded was short by 50,000 to 
100,000 head. Showlists will be higher this week with those extra numbers. It may not 
be as bad as you would imagine. Beef packers started out the week at 129,000 head 

compared with 112,000 head last 
Monday. Packers running a big kill 
may be eager to replenish supplies 
later this week. While we feel CME 
futures, except summer contracts, 
are undervalued we will continue to 
hold from buying until the market is 
ready for it. We are lightly hedged 
and would not add any at these 
prices...Rich Nelson 
 
 
 
www.allendale-inc.com
 
 
 
 
 

As always, if you have questions or comments, please call 800 551 4626 to discuss or 
send an e mail to research@allendale-inc.com
 
 
 
The thoughts expressed and the basic data from which they are drawn are believed to be reliable but cannot be guaranteed. Any opinions expressed herein are 
subject to change without notice.  Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Simulated results do not represent actual 
trading.  Simulated trading programs are subject to the benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits 
or losses similar to those shown. Commodity trading may not be suitable for recipients of this publication. This is not a solicitation of the purchase or sale of 
any commodities.  Those acting on this information are responsible for their own actions.  Any republication, or other use of this information and thoughts 
expressed herein without the written permission of Allendale, Inc., is strictly prohibited. Allendale Inc. c2008 
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